SummaryThis study aims to quantify the deviations between luminal normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) models that are built using either planned or accumulated dose and the potential clinical implications of the differences between the models. Building NTCP models using an accumulated rather than a planned dose changed the predicted toxicity risk by up to 16% (mean: 6%; standard deviation: 7%) for duodenal toxicity and 5% (mean: 2%; standard deviation: 2%) for stomach toxicity.Alt-text: Unlabelled box

Introduction {#s0010}
============

Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) delivers high-precision external beam radiation therapy treatment in 2 to 5 fractions. The goal of SBRT is to deliver an ablative dose to the tumor while sparing normal tissue, which leads to lower toxicity.[@bib0010] Even though SBRT has been demonstrated to increase local control of liver cancer,[@bib0015] toxicity risks must still be acknowledged for liver and luminal gastrointestinal (GI) structures.[@bib0020] Dose escalation has the potential to improve local control.[@bib0025] However, the increase in dose is often limited by normal tissue toxicity risk. Previous studies[@bib0030] indicate that approximately 30% of patients are dose limited based on GI toxicity.

Overestimating toxicity risk can lead to conservative treatment for the patient and potentially lead to lower chances of tumor control. Underestimating toxicity risk can subject the patient to unplanned risks. Therefore, an accurate understanding of toxicity to normal tissue is critical. Significant efforts have been made in the development and validation of accurate normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) models,[@bib0035], [@bib0040], [@bib0045], [@bib0050] which aim to characterize the correlation between dose and the likelihood of side effects.[@bib0055] Specifically, Lyman-Kutcher-Burman (LKB) NTCP models have been used to investigate the dose-volume response for liver cancer.[@bib0060]

LKB NTCP models have been developed previously for duodenal toxicity,[@bib0040] which demonstrates that the model can predict outcomes after SBRT. In addition, a separate investigation showed that the Lyman NTCP model can predict gastric bleeding,[@bib0035] which demonstrates that patients with cirrhosis are at increased risk. Both studies built the NTCP models on the basis of the planned dose for each patient. Recent retrospective studies have shown that the planned dose differs from the accumulated dose[@bib0030], [@bib0065], [@bib0070] especially when evaluating the maximum dose to luminal GI structures such as the duodenum and stomach for which the differences could reach 42% and 14%, respectively, of the prescribed dose.[@bib0030] Building NTCP models on the basis of accumulated doses has been hypothesized to lead to a substantially different model, which may have a clinical impact. The goal of this work is to evaluate how the known uncertainty between planned and delivered dose limits translates into potential uncertainties in NTCP modeling and determine the differences in the model if accumulated dose is used in the derivation of the model parameters.

Previous work supports the hypothesis that accumulated dose can improve the understanding of clinical outcomes of SBRT, which demonstrates that the accumulated dose to the gross tumor volume more strongly predicts for total time to local progression.[@bib0070] The current study builds on this work and assesses the impact of accumulated dose on NTCP models by comparing LKB NTCP models on the basis of planned doses with those based on accumulated doses. Preceding clinical trials, the aim of this study is to assess the potential differences in the development of the NTCP models using accumulated versus planned doses. The second aim is to apply these models for patient-specific assessments.

Methods and materials {#s0015}
=====================

Patient data {#s0020}
------------

A previous study retrospectively evaluated the deviations between planned and accumulated doses to tumors and normal tissues in the liver SBRT of 30 patients.[@bib0030] Patients in a trial that was approved by an institutional review board were treated under free-breathing conditions with 6 fractions to an individualized, risk-based dose of 27 Gy to 30 Gy. Daily cone beam computed tomography (CT) guidance was performed. For each patient, the dose was accumulated by registering the daily inhale/exhale cone beam CT to the planning CT scan with Morfeus, which is an in-house, biomechanical, model-based, deformable registration algorithm (DIR).[@bib0075] For each of the 30 patients, the planning and accumulated doses for the stomach and duodenum were used in the Lyman NTCP model.

Dose accumulation {#s0025}
-----------------

The dose accumulation was previously reported[@bib0030] and will be briefly described here for completeness. Morfeus was used to accumulate the dose for each patient. The dose distribution from the static radiation treatment plan was calculated in the treatment planning system on the exhale and inhale planning CT scans. Both dose distribution files were imported into Morfeus. In Morfeus, the organs are described using finite element models, which represent substructure within the organs through tetrahedral elements. Through the DIR, the locations of the tetrahedral elements can be tracked between the exhale and inhale images of 4-dimensional scans. The interpolation of dose matrices onto the position of each element at exhale, inhale, and 4 intermediate phases is performed to accumulate the dose. The weighting of each phase was determined by the time spent at that phase and the elemental position in the breathing cycle. Finally, a summation of the elemental dose over the breathing cycle was calculated to determine the accumulated dose.

The planned dose is defined as the static clinical planned dose, which was found by interpolating the dose matrix from the exhale CT scan onto the initial tetrahedral mesh that was constructed from the anatomy on the exhale CT scan. The calculation of this dose does not include any changes due to breathing motion or setup error.

Accumulated dose refers to the dose accumulated over SBRT and accounts for residual setup errors (eg, errors still present after daily image guidance), respiratory motion, shifting of the liver, and deformation. To account for setup errors and organ deformations that are present at each fraction, the exhale CT scan is deformed to the exhale cone beam CT scan of each fraction. Next, to account for daily breathing motion, the exhale CT scan is deformed from the exhale to the inhale cone beam CT scan of each fraction. To accumulate the dose, dose matrices from the exhale and inhale CT scans are interpolated onto the deformation map from the exhale-to-inhale cone beam CT scan of each fraction. Finally, the doses from the 6 fractions of treatment are summed. To accumulate the dose, DIR tracked anatomical motion and deformation in the dose matrices of the initial planning 4-dimensional CT.

Differences between planned and accumulated doses {#s0030}
-------------------------------------------------

The percent change (PC) from planned to accumulated mean dose was analyzed for the duodenum (n = 30), stomach for patients with primary (non-cirrhotic) liver cancer (n = 15), and stomach for cirrhotic patients (n = 15) and calculated by the equation:$$PC_{\mathit{dose}} = \frac{\mathit{Accumulated}\,\mathit{Dose} - \mathit{Planned}\,\mathit{Dose}}{\mathit{Planned}\,\mathit{Dose}} \ast 100$$

Change in probability of toxicity {#s0035}
---------------------------------

The delivered and accumulated doses (in the form of tabular dose-volume histograms) were biologically corrected to the linear quadratic equivalent dose at 2 Gy per fraction using an α/β ratio of 2.5.[@bib0035] The generalized equivalent uniform dose (gEUD) was calculated with n = .09. The Lyman NTCP model as shown in Equation [2](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} was used for toxicity modeling in this study:$$\mathit{NTCP} = \Phi\left( \frac{\mathit{gEUD} - TD_{50}}{m \cdot TD_{50}} \right)$$

The function Φ represents the NTCP model[@bib0080] where gEUD is evaluated using TD~50~ = 24.6 and *m* = .23 for duodenum,[@bib0040] TD~50~ = 22 and *m* = .21 for stomach and cirrhosis,[@bib0035] and TD~50~ = 56 and *m* = .21 for stomach and no cirrhosis.[@bib0035]

The PC in the NTCP model from planned to accumulated dose was calculated using the equation:$$PC_{\mathit{NTCP}} = \frac{\mathit{NTCP}\,\mathit{Accumulated} - \mathit{NTCP}\,\mathit{Planned}}{\mathit{NTCP}\,\mathit{Planned}} \ast 100$$

### Simulated toxicities for the duodenum and stomach {#s0040}

Toxicity models were simulated for the duodenum and stomach with cirrhosis. Stomach without cirrhosis was not modeled because there were no patients with an absolute change in NTCP \>5% between the accumulated and planned doses. To simulate toxicity models for a larger cohort of patients than was used in the study, a resampling process was developed.

[Figure 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} depicts the planned dose over the accumulated dose for the original 30 patients for the duodenum and the 15 patients with cirrhosis for the stomach. On the basis of the trends in [Figure 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, a model was fit to predict the planned dose on the basis of the accumulated dose to resample data points:$$\left. d_{\mathit{plan}} \right.\sim N\left( {d_{acc} + \beta d_{acc},\,\sigma^{2}d_{acc}} \right)$$where *d~plan~* is the planned dose, *d~acc~* is the accumulated dose, and *β* (bias function of dose) and σ[@bib0015] are parameters estimated by the linear regression model in [Figure 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. These parameters were estimated via maximum likelihood.Figure 1Planned versus accumulated generalized equivalent uniform dose for the duodenum and stomach with cirrhosis. The solid green line depicts the mean, the dashed line shows the 95% confidence limits for regression, and the solid gray line represents that the planned and accumulated doses are equal.Figure 1

NTCP models are typically estimated using planned dose values. To quantify the effect of the differences between the planned and accumulated doses on model parameter estimation, the following steps were performed. First, the distribution of the planned dose was estimated as a function of the accumulated dose, which involved both estimation of systematic bias (ie, *β* ≠ 1 in Eq. [4](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and random variation of the planned dose about the accumulated dose. If the 2 dose terms agree perfectly, there is neither bias (ie, *β* = 1) nor variation (ie, *σ* = 0).

Second, both toxicity values were simulated (using the accumulated dose NTCP model) and planned dose values (using Eq. [4](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}) from the observed delivered dose values in the study (n = 30). Larger sample sizes can overcome variations between the planned and accumulated doses. However, larger sample sizes do not overcome systematic bias. Thus, studies of 30, 150, or 600 patients were simulated by using each observed patient\'s delivered dose value 1, 5, or 20 times. Because a random toxicity outcome and random planned dose value were simulated using the relationship established in Equation [4](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the multiple outcomes simulated from a single patient in the 30-patient dataset were distinct.

Third, for each of the simulated studies, the NTCP model parameters were estimated on the basis of the planned dose values. Finally, steps 2 and 3 were repeated 2000 times and the mean NTCP curve was plotted as well as the 10^th^ and 90^th^ percentiles of the curves.

Deviations in probability of toxicity {#s0045}
-------------------------------------

The deviations in the probabilities of toxicity between the standard and accumulated NTCP models were quantified. The true probability of toxicity risk is unknown; therefore, this was estimated with the probability of toxicity risk of the *d~acc~* derived from the accumulated dose model (NTCP~1~). The *d~plan~* and *d~acc~* (in maximum dose to 0.5 cc) of each patient in the study were correlated to the probability of toxicity risk using each NTCP model.

NTCP~2~ was defined as the probability of toxicity risk of *d~plan~* derived from the standard model and NTCP~3~ was defined as the probability of toxicity risk of *d~plan~* derived from the accumulated model. The error in the standard model was calculated as the difference between NTCP~2~ and NTCP~1~ and the error in the accumulated model between NTCP~3~ and NTCP~1~.

Results {#s0050}
=======

The previously reported deviations of ≥5% in 70% of patients[@bib0030] translates into a deviation of \>5% NTCP for 57% of patients for the duodenum and 60% of patients for the stomach with cirrhosis in the current study. [Figures 2a and B](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} depict the PC from planned to accumulated dose for the stomach and duodenum. The PC in dose versus planned dose (Gy) is plotted for both the stomach and duodenum in [Figure 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. For both organs, the PC between the planned and accumulated doses is within 50% for all but 1 patient.Figure 2Percent change from planned to accumulated dose (PC~dose~) by planned dose (Gy) for the stomach and duodenum and percent change in normal tissue complication probability by percent change in dose (PC~NTCP~) for the stomach and duodenum. The solid gray line represents 0 percent change in dose.Figure 2

[Figures 2c and D](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the PC in NTCP by PC in dose for both the stomach and duodenum. The PC in NTCP versus PC in dose is shown for organs of both patients with cirrhosis and non-cirrhosis. The PC in NTCP is potentially clinically meaningful for the duodenum (mean: 6%; standard deviation \[SD\]: 7%) but not for the stomach (mean: 2%; SD: 2%). The range of absolute magnitude of NTCP change is 0% to 16 % for the duodenum and 0% to 6% for the stomach.

Normal tissue complication probability models for the duodenum and stomach {#s0055}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

For duodenal toxicity, the difference between NTCP on the basis of accumulated and planned doses is substantial ([Fig 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). [Table 1](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows the results from deriving error from the toxicity models for the duodenum for the 30 patients with dose accumulation. The toxicity risk using the accumulated dose value and the probability of toxicity risk that was derived from the accumulated model were assumed to be the most accurate assessment of toxicity risk. The error in using the planned dose with the standard model was 6% (SD: 7%) and with the accumulated model 4% (SD: 7%).Figure 3Probability of the duodenal and gastric (with cirrhosis) toxicity. Probability for simulations of 30, 150, and 600 patients. The black line represents the Lyman normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) by dose. The solid red line represents the mean NTCP on the basis of simulations with accumulated doses (d~acc~). The green lines represent the mean NTCP on the basis of simulations with planned doses (d~plan~).The dashed lines represent the 10^th^ and 90^th^ percentiles.Figure 3Table 1Duodenal normal tissue complication probability resultsTable 1PatientDose~planned~ maximum dose to 0.5 cc (Gy)NTCP~2~ Dose~planned~, Model~std~ (%)NTCP~3~ Dose~planned~, Model~acc~ (%)Dose~acc~ max dose to 0.5 cc (Gy)NTCP~1~[a](#tn0010){ref-type="table-fn"} Dose~acc~, Model~acc~ (%)Difference\
NTCP~2~ - NTCP~1~Difference\
NTCP~3~ - NTCP~1~**1**29.9166.6182.9329.4180.5513.942.38**2**25.4445.7255.8620.9125.1820.5430.68**3**8.631.740.286.670.101.630.18**4**6.670.960.105.860.070.900.04**5**15.329.344.9115.124.584.760.33**7**29.7065.6681.9429.7482.1416.480.19**8**0.790.130.000.770.000.120.00**9**10.422.870.669.040.342.530.32**11**0.690.120.000.640.000.120.00**12**9.772.400.499.690.471.930.02**13**8.701.770.295.650.061.710.23**14**0.640.120.000.630.000.120.00**15**1.940.190.011.590.010.190.00**16**9.612.290.459.290.391.900.06**17**19.0719.1615.9412.361.5517.6114.39**18**32.2876.1891.4727.7671.444.7420.03**19**31.2272.0888.1630.9287.0815.001.08**20**32.3576.4291.6430.0683.597.178.06**21**29.5965.2081.4529.5281.0715.880.37**22**30.0867.3583.7028.7577.159.816.55**23**1.320.160.001.260.000.150.00**24**6.560.930.105.790.060.870.03**25**1.470.160.001.300.000.160.00**26**22.3931.7834.3420.7524.267.5110.07**27**23.2635.5940.2721.1226.399.2013.88**28**24.1939.8046.8322.8837.622.189.21**29**33.2279.5293.7633.8294.9415.431.18**30**31.2572.2088.2630.2084.1912.004.07**31**10.152.660.587.000.122.540.46**32**9.572.270.448.490.262.010.18Average6.304.13SD6.537.31[^1][^2]

For stomach toxicity, the difference between NTCP on the basis of accumulated and planned doses is less substantial ([Fig 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). [Table 2](#t0015){ref-type="table"} shows the results from deriving error from the toxicity models for stomach for the 30 patients with dose accumulation. The error in using the planned dose with the standard model was 3% (SD: 3%) and with the accumulated model 3% (SD: 4 %).Table 2Stomach normal tissue complication probability resultsTable 2PatientDose~planned~ maximum dose to 0.5 cc (Gy)NTCP~2~ Dose~planned~, Model~std~ (%)NTCP~3~ Dose~planned~, Model~acc~ (%)Dose~acc~ max dose to 0.5 cc (Gy)NTCP~1~[a](#tn0015){ref-type="table-fn"} Dose~acc~, Model~acc~ (%)Difference\
NTCP~2~ - NTCP~1~Difference\
NTCP~3~ - NTCP~1~129.2190.2394.1929.2494.264.030.0827.100.190.099.080.310.110.22310.311.060.6410.090.560.510.08417.6317.6516.8517.8818.280.631.4352.860.010.003.220.010.010.00720.5735.8337.4619.5129.066.778.40813.945.174.0512.361.913.262.15919.8931.0531.9719.6730.240.811.73110.610.000.000.610.000.000.001212.312.661.8611.961.551.110.311323.5558.3063.0322.2051.506.8011.531423.0554.5858.8922.9157.633.051.271526.4477.8083.3323.6363.7714.0319.561619.4628.2228.7219.9632.474.253.751728.1886.4391.1427.7889.653.221.481828.5988.0392.4526.3282.735.309.72195.620.080.035.560.030.050.002031.2895.4097.7929.8995.680.282.102131.0795.0297.5631.6598.203.170.642232.5697.3098.8831.9898.471.170.422329.2390.3094.2430.0996.095.791.852431.7496.1898.2531.1597.651.480.602518.6323.0622.8617.9618.724.344.142627.1281.4986.7926.5483.892.402.902716.7913.8412.7415.437.666.175.072822.8653.0657.1922.8056.703.640.492911.141.581.0112.151.720.140.713030.2893.2796.4028.5992.450.833.953117.6617.8217.0416.9613.494.333.543217.1215.2814.2815.688.456.835.83Average3.153.13SD3.084.30[^3][^4]

In an iso-toxicity protocol with a 10% risk to the duodenum, 17.6 Gy (6 fractions) would be allowed if the accumulated model was applied while 15.7 Gy (6 fractions) would be allowed if the standard model was applied. The stomach model shows only slight differences between the standard and accumulated NTCP models at this probability of toxicity risk but the standard model still overestimates toxicity risk. With a 10% limit on toxicity risk to the stomach, the accumulated model would allow 16.1 Gy (6 fractions) but the standard model would allow 15.8 Gy (6 fractions).

The bias in the planned doses in [Figure 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} is reflected in the differences between the solid red and green lines. Increasing the sample size does not diminish this difference. The dashed green lines indicate variation in the fitted NTCP curves between trials. As the sample size increases from 30 to 600 patients, the variation between the hypothetical trials becomes very small so that almost any 600-patient study will result in nearly the same biased NTCP curve (solid green line).

The greatest deviation between the probability of toxicity risk on the basis of the accumulated and planned models occurs at a planned dose of approximately 30 Gy (6 fractions) for the duodenum ([Fig 4a](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) and 25 Gy (6 fractions) for the stomach ([Fig 4b](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). This deviation is greater for the duodenum (16% greater probability of toxicity risk on the basis of the accumulated model) than for the stomach (6% greater probability of toxicity risk on the basis of the accumulated model). For both the duodenum and stomach models, the planned model overestimates the probability of toxicity risk for planned doses until the crossover point of 21 Gy (6 fractions) for the duodenum and 18 Gy (6 fractions) for the stomach and overestimates the probability of toxicity after the crossover point.Figure 4Probability of duodenal toxicity (percentage; on the basis of accumulated model) for the duodenum and stomach. The blue line represents the probability of toxicity derived from the normal tissue complication probability model on the basis of accumulated versus planned doses. The orange line represents the difference between probability of toxicity using the accumulated and planned models. The largest difference for the duodenum occurs at a planned dose of approximately 30 Gy (toxicity risk of approximately 80%). The largest difference for the stomach occurs at a planned dose of approximately 26 Gy (toxicity risk of approximately 80%).Figure 4

Discussion {#s0060}
==========

The potential impact of the deviation between the planned and delivered doses on the development of NTCP models was investigated for patients who received liver SBRT. Deviations were observed between the NTCP curves on the basis of accumulated doses and standard NTCP curves for duodenal toxicity, which indicate the potential impact that updated NTCP curves could have on patient treatment. For gastric toxicity, only modest deviations were observed with a maximum deviation of 14%. However, more substantial and potentially clinically significant deviations were seen for the duodenum with an average deviation of 6% and a maximum deviation of 21%.

For both duodenal and gastric toxicity, standard NTCP curves overestimated toxicity risk at lower doses (doses up to 21.5 Gy in 6 fractions for the duodenum and up to 19 Gy in 6 fractions for the stomach). Deriving probability of toxicity risk for the planned dose using simulations of NTCP curves on the basis of accumulated doses yields a smaller error than deriving probability of toxicity risk for planned doses using the standard, planned dose NTCP model.

This study was based on 30 original patients who were resampled to simulate a cohort of 150 and 600 patients to build statistical Lyman NTCP models. Due to the limited number of patients in the original analysis,[@bib0030] true models could vary from the simulations. In addition, these 30 patients were treated at 1 institution, which indicates the possibility of dependence of the results on the treatment setup and treatment planning tendencies. As with all models, there is some uncertainty and this NTCP model has been shown to potentially overestimate the toxicity risk.[@bib0085] However, the focus of this paper is to investigate the potential difference between NTCP models given the known differences between accumulated and planned doses to determine if there is a strong need to gather multi-institutional data to ensure the accuracy of these models.

The results of this simulation study requires confirmation through prospective studies. Further affirmations are necessary for the impact assessment on normal tissue complications of the stomach and duodenum. In an image guided radiation therapy protocol, the goals normally target tumor alignment and avoid normal tissue. A complicated relationship exists between the planned and accumulated doses due to dose distribution and high-dose regions and a study with \>30 patients is necessary to understand this relationship.

The 30 patients in the current study were originally selected for a secondary analysis of SBRT dose accumulation[@bib0030] from patients who were treated in phase 1/2 clinical trials[@bib0025], [@bib0090], [@bib0095] on the basis of available cone beam CT imaging and a breathing motion of \>5 mm. They were not specifically selected on the basis of any clinical outcome including toxicity. There were no grade ≥3 GI toxicities in this limited sample of 30 patients. There were 2 patients with Grade 3 platelet counts, which are likely not related to duodenum or stomach toxicity; however, these events are related to liver function and possibly non-classic, radiation-induced liver disease.

Of the 30 patients who were included in this study, 9 patients had dose-limiting normal tissue (ie, planning target volume coverage or prescription dose was limited due to normal tissue toxicity risks).[@bib0100] The toxicity models that were developed for this study showed that the planned-dose model overestimates toxicity risk in the average dose range, which implies that the dose-limiting organs could potentially receive a higher dose with the same risk of toxicity. The 30 patients in this study did not have GI toxicity; however, this may have been the result of a conservative tumor dose.

Understanding the dose-toxicity relationship is important especially in escalation studies because underdosing due to misinterpreted normal tissue complication risk can be detrimental to local control because the tumor will not receive as high a dose as possible. The QUANTEC report[@bib0085] on stomach toxicity acknowledged that there is limited data on GI toxicity, which indicates a need for a better understanding of GI toxicity models and especially with the introduction of molecular agents in radiation therapy. An understanding of the delivered dose is crucial so that the models used for radiation therapy are as accurate as possible and enable the highest therapeutic ratio possible.

This study demonstrates the potential clinical importance of including accumulated doses in the development of NTCP models in future clinical trials. Since existing NTCP models are based on patient data that preceded volumetric daily imaging, they are based on only planned doses. Currently, equipment and software for volumetric daily imaging are available at the clinic and new DIR tools can be applied to perform dose accumulation. Future clinical trials should prospectively record delivered (accumulated) doses and toxicity outcomes in an effort to improve understanding of the dose-response relationship. For example, in a phase 3 study[@bib0105] of 368 patients, more accurate toxicity data could be developed if accumulated and planned dose information was collected. This would require the collection of daily images of all patients to correlate the true delivered doses with toxicity. This study supports the need for these trials to include the collection of imaging obtained at treatment delivery so that accumulated doses can be calculated. This simulation study suggests that deriving new NTCP models on the basis of accumulated doses will yield clinically significant results compared with the current models on the basis of planned doses.

The simulation data support the need for accumulated dose calculation in clinical trials. One such trial design is an observational study in which patients are treated per standard of care and both planned and accumulated dose values are recorded along with clinical toxicity. The number of patients that is required will depend on many factors including the overall toxicity rate. In patients with primary liver cancer who are treated with radiation, approximately 20% will experience toxicity that is defined as a change in Child-Pugh score of ≥2 points. Demonstrating improved predictive performance of accumulated dose models would be a primary aim of such a trial. The size of the trial would be determined to achieve the desired level of precision to estimate the proportion of patients with deviations. As an example, if the true proportion of patients with deviations was 0.10, a trial of 100 patients would result in a standard error of an estimated proportion equal to 0.03.

Possible reasons for the numerical differences between the NTCP curves of the duodenum and stomach include variations in patient\'s breathing magnitude and trajectory. Regions of high-dose gradient can differ on the basis of the area of the organ and how it is affected by the breathing motion. NTCP parameters, radiation treatment planning, and sensitivity of motion all can influence the final NTCP results for each organ and potentially cause the duodenum and stomach to have different numerical results. In addition, due to the limited number of patients, potential deviations for the stomach may not have been observed but may be observed in a larger population.

This study focused on liver cancer and the organs at risk for toxicity during radiation treatment. However, the results may reflect the impact of incorporating accumulated doses in the development of luminal GI toxicity models in other abdominal treatment sites such as the stomach, pancreas, or pelvic area where toxicity to GI structures are of clinical concern. Because an accumulated dose is a more accurate predictor of the delivered dose than a planned dose, NTCP models for all sites (eg, head and neck) could be improved if based on an accumulated dose instead of a planned dose.

Conclusions {#s0065}
===========

The need for prospective clinical trials to evaluate the clinical impact of developing NTCP models on the basis of accumulated rather than planned doses has been demonstrated in this study. This study used simulated data for 600 patients to develop toxicity models and indicated that historical NTCP models on the basis of planned doses may overestimate the toxicity risk for lower doses but underestimate the risk of toxicity for higher doses with errors up to 21%. The differences between NTCP models on the basis of accumulated doses compared with planned doses are greater for the duodenum than for the stomach. However, with the availability of deformable, registration-based dose accumulation using volumetric daily imaging, improved NTCP models are possible and should be included in the development of future clinical trials.
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[^1]: NTCP, normal tissue complication probability; SD, standard deviation.

[^2]: Assumption that this model is the closest to the true risk on the basis of the most accurate measurement of the delivered dose.

[^3]: NTCP, normal tissue complication probability; SD, standard deviation.

[^4]: Assumption that this model is the closest to the true risk on the basis of the most accurate measurement of the delivered dose.
